HÖLSCHER
PLATE CAPTIONS
I.

(Before the title page) The Pyramid Field at Giza, at the time of the
Old Kingdom. (Full colour, two-page foldout, reconstruction by Uvo
Hölscher.) [Note: at this time the Sphinx Temple was still unknown and
is not shown.The Pyramid of Menkaure is out of frame to the left.]

II.

The Funerary Monument of Chephren (Site plan) [Bicolour foldout,
three pages wide. This shows the entire layout of the Pyramid of
Chephren, the Funerary Temple at its eastern foot, the Causeway, the
Valley Temple (‘Torbau im Tale’), and the Sphinx with the Roman steps
still lying in front of it, and the Sphinx Temple still unknown beneath
those Roman steps is undepicted.]

III.

The Funerary Temple of Chephren (one page monotone), Plan. [This
shows the Funerary Temple in plan, linked to the Valley Temple in plan
by an interrupted Causeway.]

IV.

The Pillared Hall in the Valley Temple (present condition) [Photo]

V.

The Pillared Hall in the Valley Temple (Reconstruction by Uvo
Hölscher) [Monotone lithograph]

VI.

Sections through the Funerary Temple [Bicolour, one page, two
sections, one divided in half:] (1) Transverse section, (2) Longitudinal
section

VII.

Section through the Pyramid [Monotone, one page] (The details are
shown at a scale of ten times their true proportion.) (Drawn by Uvo
Hölscher)

VIII. [Bicolour two-page foldout, double plate] (1) Facade of the Valley
Temple. [The stone blocks are shown individually in black, overlaid in
red is the imagined reconstruction with four small sphinxes guarding the
two doors in pairs, inscriptions round the doors, the original roof line,
etc.] (2) Transverse section through the Forecourt [The blocks are
shown individually in black, with shading for the walls, and the section
of the subterranean well is also given, which is labelled ‘Later grave
shaft?’, while in red the imagined reconstruction is overlaid.] [In both
these section views, mounds of sand are seen to either side as high as the
structure itself.]
IX.

[Bicolour two-page foldout, double plate] (1) Transverse section
through the transverse [eastern] portion of the Pillared Hall of the
Valley Temple. (2) Transverse section through the Longitudinal
portion of the Pillared Hall of the Valley Temple [showing also the

Magazine, the Porter’s Room, the Ascending Passage, and the Ramp].
(Drawn by O. Schultze) [The same overlay of red over black]
X.

[Bicolour two-page foldout, double plate] (1) Longitudinal section
through the Ascending Passage [of the Valley Temple] and the
northern main entrance. (2) Longitudinal section through the
Forecourt and the Pillared Hall of the Valley Temple. [A small insert
in black:] Section of the [western] Exit [onto the Causeway] (Drawn by
O. Schultze) [The same overlay of red over black]

XI.

Door-bolt holes in the main entrances of the Valley Temple. [One page
monotone, opposite p. 44 of the text.]

XII.

The Valley Temple, plan of the roof. [Bicolour, two-page foldout]

XIII. Queen’s Pyramid (Plan and section) [Bicolour, one page, opposite p. 64
of the text]
XIV. Bore-holes and bore-kernels. [One page of small photos opposite p. 76
of main text.] Material: 1:Basalt, 2-7: amphibolite, 8: rose granite, 9:
diorite, 10: red-brown sandstone.
XV.

Late brick structures in front of the Valley Temple. [One page
monotone, opposite p. 80 of main text.]

XVI. Face of a statue of Chephren. [One page, sepia photo, opposite p. 88 of
main text.] Material: diorite. Scale: _ of natural size.
XVII. The Valley Temple of King Chephren at Giza after the Excavations in
the Year 1910. [Bicolour three-page folded plan inserted at back flap of
book.
XVIII. The Funerary Temple of King Chephren at Giza after the Excavations
in the Years 1909 and 1910. [Bicolour, massive double-five-page
foldout, very fragile, inserted at back flap of book. Tearing at folds under
its own weight of paper when handled.]

